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Not a chance. Been there, done that, not
again.   Every day there's a deeper aware-
ness of how Obama and his blacks-run ad-

ministration played with my country like a toy,
dissolved its character, strength and quality, never
knowing where the money went and who was wire-
tapping whom. 

No, they've had their "progress" and blew it. No
second chances for all the other prejudiced, racist
blacks who were taught since infancy how to treat
white people arrogantly, defiantly, suspiciously.
That was it.

Benedict Arnold had nothing on these people. 
These award shows bring out the most pretense.

They dress up, wear what they're told, stand where
they're told, say what they're told to say and think
they're great! 

But it'll be a long time before his/her kind ever
gets my vote again. My country is not a toy for
childish adults to play with.

Increasingly virulent howls by the party's dregs
because the Democratic Party has ceased to exist as
a political force. Which is nothing to celebrate. A
two-party system had benefits we're going to miss.
When nominee Clinton bought the party's debts, it
imploded. 

Corporations that own newsmedia use the Demo-
cratic office holders like props on a sound stage.
The party is devoid of leaders, funds, ideas, mean-
ing it's powerless. If there were a party platform
today it would have one plank, dictated from execu-
tive suites: "Corporation executives will share na-
tional political power." 

Whatever the party stood for when I was a De-
mocrat, which was most of my life, is gone. It's
junk. 

This Bannon book author's aware he's an inveter-
ate liar cynically profiting from libel, a cheap scrib-
bler who believes this world today presents a
predictable market of shallow political addicts suf-
fering cold turkey withdrawal into the realities of a
successful presidency growing more successful
daily, a market ripe for fleecing. He revels in a sick
world and wallows in it.

Like paparazzi hawking a photo, slander is mar-
ketable until capitalism is reined in. A society that
enjoys the notion of everything having a price is
mendacious. Integrity can be a logical imperative,
but usually is the result of faith-based upbringing
giving rise to indignant democratic movements to
put a lid on the profit in lying. Problem with our re-
ligious institutions failing is their ignorance of how
the other institutions regenerate such values, ie.,
law schools role in justice, anywhere professionals
are expected to abide by professional values they're
actually gold digging. Brandishing the Cross in all
the wrong places.

Obama Library is an historical effort requiring
preparation many years to sort out real accomplish-
ments from discredited crap and self-aggrandising
promotion of yet another fundraising apparatus to
pour money into God-knows what family bank ac-
count.

How much of the improved black unemployment is
due to curtailing immigration?

We used to have something called truth in
advertising. Now not even truth in journal-
ism. DJT is about fed up with the libel.

Patched up the crack in the Liberty Bell

R.P. BATALLER, EDITOR
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TThe whole idea of a chain as a newspaper
management concept is that resources
may be reallocated from a paper with

strong revenues to another with weaker.  But
which one of us, as readers, and as citizens of a
community, would be satisfied to have our com-
munity paper weakened, its staff and supplies and
its ability to present a cohesive image of our com-
munity activities to us all diminished, so that an-
other community's paper, belonging to the same
chain, perhaps one more favored by a faraway
corporate manager, would thrive?  This is why
Hendry and Glades counties need a Sunday News
that they can truly call their own.

State funding
for water

The STATE has consistently
made funds available for the
CERP projects....and even
stepped out ahead under Gov.
Bush with ACELR8 that ap-
proved funding crucial parts be-
fore the Feds caught up.....No
Florida Governor of either Party
or political persuasion has done
anything but support and move
Everglades Restoration for-
ward.....some good ideas...some
bad ones....but supportive.
CEPP was a Federal effort to
"short cut" the long times from
PIR to Chief;s Report....a good
try that has failed because the
Federal bureaucracy is simply
too embedded and unmove-
able....Stephen is either misin-
formed or has an agenda that
never gets away from blaming
the EAA farmers as the boogey-
man...when they are the only
ones who have actually changed
their farming practices, sold
hundreds thousands of acres of
land for Restoration, pay a spe-
cial TAX to help fund the STAs
and similar clean up projects
and generally would be glad all
the excess water in the system
'went south to Florida Bay" and
off their fields....There is no
doubt the farmers at first
strongly resisted "change" in the
1980s and until the 1990's...and
the courts cracked
down.....rightfully so....but, that
time has passed.  The SFWMD
and EAA farmers have done the
job of cleaning the water to the
point 90% of WCA water meets
the tough Federal mandate of
10ppb P at the Tamiami
Trail....Now we need to get the
USDOI to let the water GO
SOUTH toward Florida Bay and
rehydrate the Park area.....The
separate problem with the St.
Lucie and Caloosahatcee de-
struction during rain events rais-
ing Lake O to a dangerous level
is directly caused by massive
levels of water coming in from
NORTH OF THE LAKE, not by
anything the EAA farmers are

doing....If you want to stop the
damage to the estuaries, you
must stop the high flows of
water coming into Lake
O....those flows now go out the
C- 43 and C- 44.....That water
from the Kissimmee basin
MUST GO TO SEA....it will ei-
ther go to sea out the C- 43 and
C- 44...OR, if the USDOI will
remove the RESTRICTIONS
AT THE TAMIAMI TRAIL,
that excess water could GO
SOUTH TO SEA, FLORIDA
BAY/GULF OF MEXICO as
historical (do not hold your
breath for the USDOI to be
helpful),  or A NEW WAY TO
SEA, NORTH OF THE LAKE
needs to be looked at....ie.,
DEEP WELL INJECTION  of
excess Kissimmee River water
INTO THE SALT WATER
RIVER, BOULDER ZONE,
north of Lake O that empties far
offshore in the Atlantic.

—Newton Cook

Obama court
twists in the
wind

Conscientious objection,
with a bakery being
leaned upon as if another

baker can't do a same sex wed-
ding, tricks our judges into dis-
favoring Christians, without
jews and moslems anteing in
their ham or bacon, so fa-
voritism is being shown toward
one's unfavorite religion, the one
indifferent toward pigs. 

And that means we're ac-
knowledging that Obama justice
remains alive and kicking, with
its peculiar twist on all court-
house sentencing. Justice to
Obama was devoted to paying
back old scores: recriminations.
Notably for the entire miserable
history of blacks, with no credit
given or asked for the fact that
blacks were snatched mercifully
from jungle lairs presided over
by businessmen chiefs who sold
your ancestors ---his own chil-
dren, nieces and nephews--- for

goddamned monthly operating
cash.

Never get through paying back
that little debt, according to the
blacks in Obama's crowd.
Chiefs, of course, never get the
bill. What kinda free stuff, white
boy, you got today to give me?

Personally, I'm fed to the teeth
with Obama's kind of justice,
which is no justice at all. Since I
can tell you where in the Bible
integrity is attributed to Jesus
Christ as an indispensable part
of our souls, and I know Free-
dom of Speech requires it, but
nowhere among the long list of
American Black culture influ-
ences belaboring so many dis-
gruntled descendants of
Africans, does the imperative to
speak truthfully appear.

My kinda rock was John
Adams of Boston. On his house I
would rebuild my First Amend-
ment.

Don’t need no mo’      Oprah for . . . . what???


